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Editor’s Say....

This edition of Foy News has been a more painful experience for me
than usual.  This is partly because fewer of you have sent me interesting
little pieces to use and because promised material hasn’t arrived.  I will
try not to feel too guilty as I am supposed to be “editor” and chasing
people is not something I enjoy doing.  I would however ask you to
consider the value of Foy News to you.  Please help me to make it
interesting and entertaining for all of us.  Don’t hide your light under a
bushel.  We all have interesting contributions to make which enrich the
reading experience.  Whilst I am talking contributions, I very often have
to chase photographs to go with what you send me.  I always like to print
photographs so If you don’t use a camera, please get someone who
does to send me pictures.  They liven up the pages.

Foy Conference will soon be upon us and on other pages you can read
some details of this year’s event.  For my sins, I have agreed to do the
chapel service on the Sunday of the conference.  This is risky  of course.
I want to relate it to the theme of “humour”.  In writing my address for the
service there is the risk of repeating everything which the conference
has delved into the previous day.  There is also the danger of speaking
to those of you attending the Nightingale Centre at the risk of making the
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local congregation feel like bystanders.  I am currently working on my
service and hope that I can avoid both of these pitfalls.

On the question of leading worship, I am currently doing a course on
“Conduct of Worship” run by the Unitarian General Assembly and based
at Luther King House in Manchester.  I have found the sessions most
enlightening.  All those involved have been most helpful and supportive.

Tutors leading us are a mixture of ministers and lay people.  Even for
someone like me, who has done a reasonable amount of standing up in
front of groups and sometimes “leading from behind”, the programme
has extended my grasp of the issues and stimulated my interest and
desire to make worship more meaningful for all those participating.  It
has also contained surprises in good measure and I would recommend
participation in the programme by any of you involved in lay ministry, or
considering it.

I read in this morning’s Times that the first detailed study of Britain’s
onshore windfarms suggests that some treasured landscape may have
been blighted for only small gains in green energy.  Perhaps if our
politicians had looked more closely at the figures for Danish output (see
pages 10-13), or been to a previous Foy Conference, they might have
learned something rather than allowing such a blunder to take place.

Some of the participants at Luther King House
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2011

The British IRF Oldies are delighted to invite older IRFers to join them
for a Reunion Week from Friday 1 to Friday 8 July 2011.

You are invited on a short ‘City Break’ in that star of the North-East of
England - Newcastle upon Tyne.  For the Friday and Saturday nights
participants will stay at The Copthorne Hotel, which is situated on the
Quayside in the centre of the City. On the Sunday afternoon they travel
to The Derwent Manor Hotel at Allensford in the stunning Northumbria
countryside.

Full details, an estimate of cost and a booking form will be sent out in
early Summer 2010, when a deposit will be required. Meanwhile  an
expression of interest please, as soon as possible.

Derwent Reservoir

Newcastle Quayside

Photos Baker/Warhurst
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§  Newcastle is a vibrant and attractive city with excellent transport
links. It has an international airport and a port with a ferry from
Amsterdam.  The railway journey from London is interesting, includ-
ing  views of York and Durham.  Trains depart from Kings Cross
Station in London which is linked to the Eurostar Terminal at St
Pancras.

§  City sights include The Sage Concert Hall, The Millennium
Bridge and The Baltic Arts Centre.  There are river-side walks and
our Sunday service will be in the Art Deco Newcastle Unitarian
Church. All rooms have river and city views and on Saturday night
there will be a ‘Quay to Sea’ Dinner Cruise on the River Tyne.

§  Derwent Manor Hotel is set in 8 hectares of grounds in an area
of stunning scenery with good country walks.  There will be opportu-
nities to visit Hadrian’s Wall, Durham Cathedral, The Beamish Open
Air Museum, Holy Island and Bamburgh Castle.

§  Both hotels are comfortable, have a pool & sauna, and facilities
for the disabled.

We will provide transport throughout the week from arrival in
Newcastle, so you can leave your cars at home and let us take

the strain!

                         Valerie Walker 44(0)1296 613501
15 Station Road, Stoke Mandeville, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP22 5UL.

email: vawalker55@gmail.com

Derwent Manor Hotel
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Bill and Dinky celebrated their
Golden Wedding Anniversary
on 16th January with a Grand
Party and Ceilidh for all their
extended family and friends.
Dinky wore a stunning outfit
made especially for the occa-
sion by Ian Stuart, one of their
four sons and award winning
wedding dress designer.

Carole and Roy Smith

Bill & Dinky Humphreys

Two Golden
Wedding Anniversaries

Picture: Ernest Baker

On 26th December, Carole & Roy
Smith enjoyed a quiet celebration of
their Golden Wedding Anniversary
with their three children.  It came at
the end of the 1st year of Roy’s lay
leadership at Tenterden.

In 1959, they were the first couple to
be married in the Croydon Chapel,
following its relocation after they va-
cated the old war-bombed building.

In late January Carole & Roy were
off to Cairo and the Nile on a cruise,
visiting the ancient monuments. We
look forward to a report from them in
the next issue.
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This year, our annual winter pilgrimage to Great Hucklow was more like
a visit to “Fairyland” than usual.  The fields were peppered with snow but
the roads were clear enough for most of us to get there safely.  As we
arrived, fog was the road hazard but, even so, it never seems to be as
bad as in the “old days”.

During our stay, there were light pepperings of snow at night but not too
much during daylight hours.  The amount that fell was just enough to
refresh the visual landscape without making life too difficult.  This meant
that we did not quite achieve the magical state of being “Snowed in”.

During our walk on the Saturday, it soon became clear that nobody
would be doing a “major” walk.  The off-road terrain was difficult with
snow which had drifted and was in the process of melting.  This made it
muddy (and very slippery) underneath the snow and all but the most
expensive boots rapidly became sieves.  Wet socks soon were the order
of the day.

Our walk took us across the north side of Broad Low to Little Hucklow
with nostalgic memories for many of us of past visits to The Old Bull’s
Head (now just another residence in that overpriced part of Derbyshire).

Winter Walking in the Snow

Alan Laver and the dogs
take up the lead
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One group doubled back via Windmill and another made a gesture of
exploring something of Bradwell Moor.  After some of the party made a
diversion to help a couple whose car was stuck, we returned to the
warmth of a coal-fire.  A few adventurous people then hit the tarmac and
walked to The Barrel for a pint of the local ale.

Saturday night was David Copley’s usual selection of internationally
famous bridges which most of us recognised but placed in the wrong
continent.  We also had to identify the manufacturers of motor cars that
were far too expensive for Unitarians to recognise, let alone own.  On
Sunday, some of us walked and others crossed the road to Old Chapel
and heard from David Shaw of the unprecedented snowfall which had
closed the chapel on so many occasions over the preceding days and
weeks.

Though there were less miles walked and many of us had given in to the
temptation of informal fireside chat, rather than healthy exercise, it did
mean that we managed to pass our time together in the pleasant
atmosphere of the Nightingale Centre and without any broken bones.
David Copley tells me that the other Winter Walkers had very different
experiences with sunshine, blue skies and much better conditions under
foot but we had the satisfaction of seeing Derbyshire in “fairyland mode”.
The lack of the usual dose of healthy exercise was a small price to pay.

David poses
a few questions
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Wind power is stochastic,especially in the very short term (e.g., over any
given hour, 30 minute, or 15 minute period). This has created a com-
pletely new challenge that transmission system operators (TSOs) all
over the World are only now learning how to handle. Some draw from
Denmark’s experience. But Denmark’s special circumstances make its
experience of limited transferability elsewhere.  Denmark manages to
keep the electricity systems balanced due to having the benefit of its
particular neighbours and their electricity mix. Norway and Sweden
provide Denmark, Germany and Netherlands access to significant
amounts of fast, short term balancing reserve, via interconnectors. They
effectively act as Denmark’s “electricity storage batteries”. Norwegian
and Swedish hydropower can be rapidly turned up and down, and
Norway’s lakes effectively “store” some portion of Danish wind power.

Over the last eight years West Denmark has exported (couldn’t use), on
average, 57% of the wind power it generated and East Denmark an
average of 45%.The correlation between high wind output and net
outflows makes the case that there is a large component of wind energy
in the outflow indisputable. The exported wind power, paid for by Danish
householders, brings material benefits in the form of cheap electricity

Denmark generates the equivalent of
about 19% of its electricity demand
with wind turbines, but wind power
contributes far less than 19% of the
Nation’s electricity demand.  The
claim that Denmark derives about
20% of its electricity from wind over-
states matters. Being highly intermit-
tent, wind power has recently (2006)
met as little as 5% of Denmark’s an-
nual electricity consumption with an
average over the last five years of
9.7%.  In the absence of large-scale
electricity storage, any modern elec-
tricity system must continuously bal-
ance electricity supply and demand,
because even small variations in sys-
tem voltage and frequency can cause
damage to modern electronic equip-
ment and other electrical equipment.

Shouldn’t we learn
from the experience
of other countries?

Some facts about
Denmark’s investment
In Wind Power....

Sent to us
By Colin Partington
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and delayed investment in new generation equipment for consumers in
Sweden and Norway but nothing for Danish consumers. Taxes and
charges on electricity for Danish household consumers make their
electricity by far the most expensive in the European Union (EU)1. The
total probable value of exported subsidies between 2001 and 2008 was
DKK 6.8 billion (€916 million) during this period. A similar amount was
probably exported prior to 2002 and larger quantities will be exported
following the commissioning of 800 MW of new offshore wind capacity
in 2013.

The wind power that is exported from Denmark saves neither fossil fuel
consumption nor CO2 emissions in Denmark, where it is all paid for. By
necessity, wind power exported to Norway and Sweden supplants
largely carbon neutral electricity in the Nordic countries. No coal is used
nor are there power-related CO2 emissions in Sweden and Norway.

1.   According to the OECD, Denmark has the World’s highest tax
burden. This applies across a slew of tax sources, including personal
income and value added tax.

2.   The wind power subsidy arrangements before 2001 were made
directly by Government and are not available to the public, September
2003.  Wind energy has replaced some thermal generation in Denmark.
It has saved an average emission of about 2.4 million t per year CO2 at
a total subsidy cost of 12.3 billion DKK or an average cost of 647 DKK
(€ 87 or $124) per ton CO2. Wind power has proven to be an expensive
way to save CO2 emissions.

3.  The cost of Denmark’s wind capacity to Danish consumers is exacer-
bated by its inability to use so much surplus electricity. The surplus will
increase in 2013 when 800 MW of new offshore capacity is commis-
sioned, increasing Denmark’s wind production by 2.7 TWh per year.
Nearly all the additional wind power will be exported and this will further
depress prices; nearly all the subsidies paid by Danish consumers will
also be exported without achieving any significant fossil fuel use nor any
CO2 reduction. Achieving own-consumption of all its wind power is
technically impossible in the short term and will remain entirely hypothet-
ical until electricity consumption rises and new technical and demand-
side solutions have been developed and implemented.  In most cases,
these have yet even to be invented, let alone proven and costed.
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by
Dorothy Haughton

Notwithstanding its many disadvantages wind power’s one striking
advantage is that, like nuclear, its marginal costs of operation are very
small once the capital has been paid. However, unlike nuclear, many ten
to fifteen year-old turbines are past their useful life. By contrast, most
conventional rotating power plant can enjoy a working life of 40 to 60
years, as evidenced by most power plants in Europe today. This puts
into question the strategic, economic and environmental benefits of a
power plant that may have to be scrapped, replaced and resubsidised
every ten to fifteen years.

The Danish Parliament reached a political consensus during 2008 that
in 2025 50% of Denmark’s electricity demand must come from renewa-
ble resources, mostly wind power. The Ecogrid Study Group has con-
cluded that if the extra wind power is to achieve this aim, drastic
re-engineering of the whole energy system will need to take place,
including the retirement of much expensive, high quality, existing capac-
ity. Wisely, it has not tried to estimate the costs of doing this.  In any
case, Sweden and Norway will be unable to balance the extra wind
capacity planned that is also planned for Germany and Netherlands.

subsidies supporting the wind turbine owners. This indirect subsidy has
in turn generated the demand for wind turbines from the manufactures.

Effects on Employment
Denmark has been a
first-mover in the wind
power industry for over
ten years, and its lead-
ing wind turbine manu-
facturers have been
able to maintain a very
strong global position.
This has been a conse-
quence of a concerted
policy to increase the
share of wind power in
Danish electricity gen-
eration. The policy has
only been made possi-
ble through substantial

Wind Energy
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Exactly how the subsidies have been shared between land, wind turbine
owners, labour, capital and shareholders is opaque, but it is fair to
assess that no Danish wind industry to speak of would exist if it had to
compete on market terms.

This paper documents the experiences gained in Denmark with regard
to the employment effect of subsidizing the wind industry.  Substantial
subsidies have been directed to the Danish wind mill industry over
years. From 2001-2005 the yearly subsidy has been 1.7-2.6 billion DKK.

The “value” of European emission allowances since the European
emission-trading scheme (ETS) started has varied between € 1 and €30
per ton of CO2.

In September 2009 The Danish Wind industry accounted for 28,400
employees. This does not, however, constitute the net employment
effect of the wind mill subsidy. In the long run, creating additional
employment in one sector through subsidies will detract labour from
other sectors, resulting in no increase in net employment but only in a
shift from the non-subsidized sectors to the subsidized sector.

Allowing for the theoretical possibility of wind employment alleviating
possible regional pockets of high unemployment, a very optimistic
ballpark estimate of net real job creation is 10% of total employment in
the sector. In this case the subsidy per job created is 600,000-900,000
DKK per year ($90,000-140,000). This subsidy constitutes around 175-
250% of the average pay per worker in the Danish manufacturing
industry.

In terms of value added per employee, the energy technology sector
over the period 1999-2006 underperformed by as much as 13% com-
pared with the industrial average.  This implies that the effect of the
government subsidy has been to shift employment from more productive
employment in other sectors to less productive employment in the wind
industry.

As a consequence, Danish GDP is approximately 1.8 billion DKK ($270
million) lower than it would have been if the wind sector work force was
employed elsewhere.

http://www.energinet.dk/en/menu/R+and+D/EcoGrid/EcoGrid.dk.htm
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I arrived at the Nightingale Centre just after mid day having covered the
forty-five miles or so from my home in North West Manchester in good
time. On visits to Great Hucklow I always visit Casleton, Hope or
Tideswell on the way, but a particular favourite of mine and a good place
to re gather ones strength, after a hot road journey is Bradwell, which as
regulars at Hucklow will know, is about two miles North of the beloved
Centre.

Bradwell to me is a place of great interest and variety. Rural, when just
out of town certainly, but it does still present a distinctly industrial face to
the observer. There is evidence of quarrying, manufacturing and trans-
portation all within reach of the main highway. Next to the main street the
Lorry Park is open and unfenced with vehicles plainly visible.  Bradwell
has a post office, a Newspaper shop, bakers and fish fryers. It also has
the renowned Bradwell Ice Cream shop and on a fine day the waters of
Bradwell Brook flow clearly and rapidly through the centre of it all. To me
the town has a working town aspect and is all the better for that I feel. I
prefer it to Casleton its near neighbour, which is usually swarming with
hikers and trippers.

On the Saturday afternoon the week’s events with the theme Golden
Moments got off to a good start with an excellent high tea followed by
the usual explanatory and introductory sessions aimed primarily at
first-timers but also at old hands and regulars.

Sunday morning came and after breakfast the participants proceeded to
the old Chapel for morning service conducted by Rev. David Shaw. The
hymns readings and address all kept closely to the theme. Margaret
Lord was excellent at the organ and played a piece by J. S. Bach as an
interlude.

The post lunch session saw a hardy group walking the lanes to take in
Grindlow, Foolow and Sillydale. Breezy and overcast but dry at first the
weather turned bad and rainy over the last mile or so. This proved to be
a portent for the days to come. Those who chose not to walk attended a
talk and biology lesson entitled  Young Darwin, delivered by Jenny
Taylor and Caroline Coop. This talk, intended as a tribute to the great

Ross Eckersley - Stand Chapel

Unitarian Experience Week 2009
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man, was well received. Later on two sessions one on Tai Chi led by
David Talbot and one on aspects of colour delivered by John Harley
were well attended.

The three main theme talks all strongly underpinned by the guiding
theme were all of excellent quality and well supported. Mr. Aled Jones a
retired histopathologist spoke in detail about his life and work in medical
research laboratories. In his delivery he dealt with such topics as the
introduction of the National Health Scheme in 1948, the eventual irradi-
ation of smallpox, how high infant mortality rates were overcome, the
investigations into AID syndrome, cardiovascular diseases, lumoral
responses and lymphatic disorders. This talk was a tour-de-force, deliv-
ered by a man of immense knowledge and enthusiasm.
Alan Ruston, a great stalwart of our movement, gave us his views of
some key golden moments in the rise and development of Unitarian
practice and thought. Alan, taught us there were perhaps four main
events, namely Theophlous Lindsey’s defection from the C of E at
Catterick, the letter to the Unitarians in Transylvania, the Trinity Act of
1844 and the uniting of the two separate factions to form the present day
General Assembly in 1928. Alan delivered his talk enthusiastically from
a basis of profound knowledge. He was accorded a huge response from
the floor.

On the afternoon of Tuesday, guided and informed by Julie Dadson,
about twenty students walked the sloping field and lanes just to the
North of the Centre. Here we learnt of the problems in maintaining a site
of special botanical interest according to the policies of the European
Union. Particularly problematic was the prevalence and control of the
toxic plant Ragwort and the proper care of the many plants indigenous
to limestone areas. The point of the walk was to identify as many as
possible species and this aspect proved to be no problem at all to the
naturalists in the party.

The choir enjoying some
Time together

Photo:  David Milne
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The evening of the same day saw a hardy band of eight persons take
the walk, there and back, to the Tideswell Rake which is really an
extended gash in the land from which, many years ago, lead ore was
extracted. In the area around Windmill it was pleasing to see that some
of the installation where the ore had been refined was undergoing
restoration into a kind of outdoor museum. To this writer this sort of thing
is most welcome. The party, well led by David Copley was delighted to
observe some bird species not often seen, among which was a Meadow
Pipit.

Wednesday 29th July 2009 was one of the wettest ever since records
were started. Most people hung about waiting for conditions to improve
but a sensible sub group took the service bus to Sheffield and there
enjoyed a happy and dry time in the new modern leisure centres of that
steel city.

On Tuesday morning the business of the Annual General Meeting was
completed without hitch or demur in about one hour. This was exactly as
it should be since great care had been taken to iron out snags at a
number of pre meetings. In the afternoon a walk to Bretton and the
Barrel Inn was undertaken. We stayed on the narrow metalled road all
the way once we had taken in how waterlogged the woodland paths had
become. Thankfully the rain held off and once on the high ridge the sky
remained reasonably clear and we were able to enjoy the glories on the
North Derbyshire countryside. The post evening meal session was
concerned with music. People brought along some of their favourite
works on compact discs and played excepts from them in turn. A small

Some of those
who attended
Experience Week

Photo: David Milne
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group of about ten people enjoyed this session in the comfortable
armchairs of the lounge.

On the Friday morning the whole forty or so participants assembled in
the recently refurbished Charles Peach room to hear an excellent lecture
from the Rev. Vernon Marshall who elucidated “The Golden Essence of
Religion”.  This took in such aspects as Devotion to the Natural World:
Openness to other beliefs: recognition of the spiritual world: social
responsibility and others.  His Golden Rule, as promulgated by eight
separate religions, maybe summarised as “do unto others as you would
be done by”.

For organising an outstanding week, thanks are due to Kathy Beckett,
Margery MacKay, Lesley P. Harris, Marjorie Walker and Helen Copley.

We are very sad to report the death of Walter Robinson on 19th January
and send our condolences to his wife, Pat. Walter had just retired from
the post of Administrator for Scarborough Unitarians and he is greatly
missed.  (Obituary on page 24).

We have also just heard of the death of Rev. Dr. June Bell.  Her obituary
will appear in the next edition of Foy News.

Congratulations and Best Wishes
Shirley and Jimmy Timiney who celebrate their Silver Wedding Anniver-
sary in early April & stressed that they will be home for Foy conference.

News of Members
Hazel Warhurst
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Carole and Roy Smith celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary
on 26th December.

Bill and Dinky Humphreys celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniver-
sary on 16th January. “It wer a reet good do.”   Details of both  - page 7.

Claire Merritt and Josh Hewerdine marry - Rivington Chapel, April 3rd.

Best Wishes to
Geoff Usher who has retired from the Unitarian Ministry and plans to
return to Australia towards the end of this year. We shall miss his
hospitality for our Council Meetings at Upper Chapel, Sheffield, and the
contribution he has made to the Foy Society over the years.

Celia Midgely who is also retiring from active Ministry after 21 years at
Altrincham and Urmston chapels.

David Shaw who has accepted the pulpit at Upper Chapel, Sheffield
following Geoff Usher’s retirement. The community at Great Hucklow will
be sorry to lose him after all his care and hard work in the village.

I will be available at the GA Meetings at Nottingham to collect subscriptions in
person to save your postage.

Included with this edition is an Amendment Sheet to accompany your
address list. It would be helpful if any changes of address/email etc
could be notified to the Editor or Membership Secretary, as soon as
they become known, so that we can produce a  full Address List in the
autumn. If anyone has mislaid their current list  L!  I am happy to email
one out to you, or will send it by post if necessary.

The rate remains £7.50 for Individual Membership and
£10.00 for a couple.
Reminders for arrears and late payments for the financial
year 2009-2010 have been sent out by email or are shown
on the renewal form with your copy of Foy News. Cheques
should be made payable to The Foy Society and sent to me
at the address printed in the list of Foy Council members.

Membership Subscriptions
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will be a weekend of fun and learning from 30 April to 3 May 2010 at
The Nightingale Centre , Great Hucklow.  Whatever you think is funny,
others may not and vice versa.  Let's find out why.

I expect to come away from the weekend understanding
·  why people (and me in particular) laugh,
·  the different forms of humour from Bottom

   in Shakespeare to Bottom on the telly
·  Why Pantomime is unique to the UK
·  New forms of humour to match our new technology

To help me, I am very lucky to have Stuart Stokell, a lecturer in comedy
(et al) at the University of Cumbria.  Stuart is an award winning pianist,
a superb tenor, a Director of Musicals and the Musical Director for the
Choir I sing in. Stuart once played Beethoven's Piano Concerto No1 in
Carlisle Cathedral and a two night stint as a Drag Queen. (versatile or
what!)

Attached to your Foy News is a booking form. You can send in the
Form to the Nightingale Centre with your Deposit or telephone
them during normal working hours and pay your deposit by
credit/debit card.   Please note the new Centre Booking Arrange-
ments.

Booking early is important, since we expect a big turnout.
More information about the conference can be obtained from
Joan Partington, the Conference Secretary, on landline 01228 670 565

      Looking forward to seeing you there!!

About our approaching conference

EXPLORING HUMOUR
“You can tell I’m serious..... because I'm laughing"

Joan Partington <partingtons@gmail.com>
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Some people say brightly, "Well then, I'm a Unitarian because I don't/do
believe … ." and because I am practising tolerance and because I don't
really want to upset anyone I don't snarl, "Not in a million years, sun-
shine." Because Unitarians are people who worship. Worship is so
important and so central to the movement that the NUF was created for
those people who could not get to a service.

And yet, there is no feeling in Unitarianism that worship conveys any
particular blessing or benefit. There is no standard format (beyond a
vague feeling of preference in many quarters for the hymn sandwich).
There are no sacraments. Sometimes Unitarian worship seems to con-
sist of, as the grandson of a friend said, " Just a lot of old people standing
up and sitting down." with possibly, to refer to a letter in The Inquirer, a
nice lady talking about her garden.

Yes, of course, sometimes a service gives me something to chew on for
the rest of the week. Yes, of course, sometimes the hymn singing or the
music lifts my spirits. Yes, of course, sometimes I do feel a spirituality, a
sacredness. Yes, of course, I enjoy the contact with other people
(though I can get that in my morris dancing team and there, there is, as
well, the beer). But not always. And yet I go, every week when I can. If
you pushed me against a wall and forced me to come up with a convinc-
ing reason for attending worship, rather than just waiting for God to
appear to me in the quiet of an ancient church or in the birdsong of a
country walk as do the bright "I'm-a-Unitarians".

I should have to say that my life has social and physical and mental and
spiritual aspects and that I undertake activities that will promote the
health and strength of those aspects. And that, weird though it may
sound, going to worship is the best way I have yet found of sustaining
and supporting the spiritual dimension of my life. And that this leads to
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reading and discussion which further enhance the spiritual dimension of
my life and that, perhaps, I can the more readily feel the presence of the
divine in situations other than worship because I am, as it were, primed
to experience it ... in a quiet church or on a country walk, for example.

You see, barely an unqualified, positive statement in the whole para-
graph. It is no wonder we are so unwilling to proselytize. "Become a
Unitarian and you will get … um, yes, well, perhaps not anything and
anyway we believe that what you contribute, what you bring in is more
important than … . " And yet, and yet; people sometimes come to our
services and declare happily that they feel as if they have come home,
that Unitarianism is what they have been seeking for all their lives. So
we are doing something right even if we are not always sure exactly what.

Anyway, I shall continue to go to service and I may, one day, achieve
enlightenment. I do have the satisfaction of knowing that the dreariest
Unitarian service beats sitting on the top of a pillar for thirty-seven years.

If you are more enlightened then: answers on a postcard, please.

Looking back, I recall that last Christmas Eve, having subjected myself to some
modest exercise in the gym, two or three of us in the changing room were
engaged in passing conversation about the relative quietness of the gym
compared with the hustle and bustle of the nearby Sainsbury’s - and which we
preferred.  I always fail to comprehend the state that a proportion of the
population gets into at that time of year.  Supplies fly off the shelves into
shopping trolleys that groan under seasonal loads.  Are they preparing for a
siege or is there an induced panic over the fact that the supermarket is actually
going to be closed for one whole day?  They even opened on Boxing Day the
previous year: probably in an attempt to control this panic!

What happens to all this additional food?  There is a limit to the amount that the
stomach can take before buttons start to take the strain, belts are slackened
and the indigestion remedies sought.  Yes, some have to buy additional food for
visitors, but their visitors don’t need as much!  It is interesting to reflect that, over

Ramblings from Room 10



Christmas, the fortnightly landfill waste collection service here becomes weekly
at the expense of a garden waste collection.  I daresay glass recycling will peak!
There is obviously an increase in waste expected.  A glance around the
neighbourhood sees bin lids struggling to stay down.  Is some of it food waste?
Only in mid January does the waste collection schedule return to its normal
pattern.

Some while ago I was introduced to the Amazon Wish List by the more
electronically keen members of the family who suggested I make use of it.  I
suppose it reduces the chance of the ‘unexpected’ present and so I occasionally
pop things into it.  As I tend to forget what I’ve put on it I still get a pleasant
surprise when the Christmas wrapping paper is removed!  For instance I had
forgotten that a newspaper review of Tristram Stuart’s book ‘Waste - Uncover-
ing the Global Food Scandal’ had prompted me to add it to my wish list.  On the
rear cover there is the comment “with shortages, volatile prices and nearly one
billion people hungry, the world has a food problem - or thinks it does.”

During a couple of quieter moments, during a family gathering on Boxing Day,
I read a couple of chapters. It commences with the author’s obtaining of waste
food to feed pigs he started rearing in his mid teens and leads into the way in
which supermarkets dispose of food which is still perfectly edible. His research-
es suggest that the seven major supermarket chains waste 367,000 tonnes of
food annually, and he judges that to be a conservative figure.  He describes how
there are those who successfully forage perfectly edible food from this source,
but there are also the cynical efforts made by some of the supermarkets to
render such waste inedible.  From these beginnings, the other three hundred
pages are likely to make very thought provoking reading.

It is interesting that at the start of chapter one he quotes from John 6:12 “When
they had all had enough to eat, he said to his disciples ‘Gather the pieces that
are left over. Let nothing be wasted.’”  I wonder how many apply that at
Christmas!

I found it good to get away from the commercialised aspect of the Christmas
season and indulge in more traditional activities.  For me, last year, it was an
opportunity to appear in the Duston Players bi-annual pantomime; something I
have been involved with in the twenty two years since we moved to Northamp-
ton.  Several of them have been written by one of our members and are well
received.  We always perform our pantomimes in the run up to Christmas where
we feel they traditionally belong and cannot really enthuse for those that are
staged in February!   There is nothing like pantomime; written to a traditional
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structure: an author deviates from the formula at their peril.  The interaction with
the audience, the pantomime dame, the principle boy, the baddie and in the end
good prevails over evil.  Pantomime humour is cleverly written to be appreciated
and understood by all ages at the level appropriate: the double entendre rules
supreme!

It is an opportunity to escape from chill realities of everyday life into a world of
light-heartedness, where humour provides the tonic to lift us from weightier
issues and affording the opportunity to put the world into perspective.  Having
directed a number of plays over the years, I find it interesting how it is possible
to extract even little snatches of humour in more serious works and how, in so
doing, it provides a momentary and welcome release from deeper thought: a
verbal safety valve perhaps.  It refocuses attention and how often does a
presenter of a lecture or someone leading a training course use humour to
capture attention.

Humour, in the form of comedy, is very personal.  Different things make different
people laugh.  We all have our favourites.  I do not favour humour that feels the
need to shock or descend into vulgarity.  In my young radio days I recall
‘Hancock’s Half Hour’, ‘Beyond our Ken’, ‘the Clitheroe Kid’, ‘Life with the Lyons’
and so on with the opportunity to build a mental picture: it felt strange to see
Hancock on television!  The seventies onwards brought Morecambe and Wise,
the Two Ronnies and comedy shows, particularly those with actors like Ronnie
Barker, David Jason, Rowan Atkinson and Victoria Wood.  Perhaps I’m showing
my age when I find it difficult to come up with as much broadcast comedy today
which compares with classics like ‘Yes (Prime) Minister’, ‘Only Fools and
Horses’, ‘Blackadder’, ‘Fawlty Towers’, ‘As Time Goes By’ to name but a few:
they are proof that the best comedy is provided by quality actors; Judi Dench,
Nigel Hawthorne, Andrew Sachs to name but three.  Of the present company,
to me Peter Kay stands out: what’s happened to Jasper Carrot?!  I hear that Ken
Dodd’s still going strong!

Our editor’s ‘plea’ in his Christmas card to us has triggered my ‘ramblings’!  I
used this title to head a piece about Winter Walking Weekend a couple of years
ago.  I have stuck to my title this time for some verbal ramblings which have
meandered from observations that I developed around last Christmas and on
to this year’s Foy Conference theme.  My friend Colin Partington has mentioned
my name in despatches: he recalls the time we compered the UYPL Drama
Festival in Morecambe and Wise style – you can work out who was who; he’s
taller and wore glasses!  Not surprisingly the subject reared its head at this
year’s Winter Walking Weekend.  I’ve paid deposits: see you at Foy Conference!
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Walter Robinson  (1929 – 2010)

Walter was the “administrator” of the Scarborough church.  Actually that
means he did everything; preacher, secretary treasurer. He drew the line
at catering.

We were both new boys at the opening of the Graham School in
Scarborough in September 1973. The new comprehensive was the
merger of the boys and girls grammar schools. Their old staff glowered
at each other across the staff room. We new men tried to keep the
peace. I taught RE; Walter was deputy head and we quickly became firm
friends. The children adored him, despite his reputation as a disciplinar-
ian. Walter totally disregarded my carefully prepared 3rd year RE syllabus.

In 1986 I became Lay Person In Charge at the Scarborough Church. I
needed a treasurer and Walter owed me a favour for having served on
the PTA committee. Walter reluctantly accepted and his first decision
was to multiply the insurance valuation by 10. Walter was quite happy to
take the odd service. He retired in 1989 and opened an arts and books
shop. I retired the following year to train for the ministry.

The dreaded fire of 1995. I have never been or even pretended to be an
administrator. The only credit I could take in the resurrection of the
Scarborough Church is that I had the nouse to delegate it all to Walter
and his wife Pat. On my leaving Scarborough Walter became
“administrator” and probably the finest Minister the church has had.

Walter had his eccentricities. The table at the church is reminiscent of
his book shop window. Where else would you find a model Plaxtons
bus? Where else but Scarborough is there more than four significant
chalices. Is there another church where they do not stand for hymns?
The YUU used to love visiting. Not the superb catering, but “just to sit at
Walter’s feet”

Robin Boyes Bids Farewell to “The Administrator”
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The new orphanage in India is emerging from the ashes of Margaret
Barr’s personal efforts to improve the lives of village children in Megha-
laya.  The children’s village is now coming on-line and the children and
staff there are settling into their new lives

With the first intake of orphans at Kharang having been in residence now
for three months, the children are already showing signs of becoming a
family, with the sort of “caring” attitudes which you might hope for in a
cohesive group, looking out for each other and helping to share the load.

Numbers have now climbed from fourteen children at the outset to
twenty-two a couple of weeks ago.  At that time there was another family
of three children whose mother had left them and the father (a coalmin-
er) was unable to cope.  It seemed likely that these children might join
our numbers so, as we go to press, we are up to the target of about 24
in the first operating year.  This is double the number of children that
Margaret Barr averaged  and it is likely to increase.

The cost of sponsoring a child for a year is about £450 and we ask
sponsors to commit for three years.  Some contact with the children is
encouraged and photographs are sent periodically with some informa-
tion about the child’s progress.  Joint sponsorships are accepted.  Do
please let me know if you would like more information.
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Annie Margaret Barr Children’s Village
an update from John Hewerdine

john@hewerdinefamily.co.uk

Bedtime at the Annie
Margaret Barr Children’s Village

Photo: Dee Idnani
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17th-19th September, 2010

Come along to Flagg for a weekend of relaxation and
fresh air.  The barn will be our home and the wood-
burner will be glowing with a warm welcome.

Please join us if you can on the Friday evening or
Saturday morning.  It’s nice and cosy in the newly
decorated barn with its double glazing and mod cons.
You are welcome to either stay in the barn or to bring
a tent.  Activities will revolve around informal conver-
sation in the barn or in one of the local licensed
premises.  We will probably decide to walk on Satur-
day and Sunday but this will depend on the wishes of
the group.

If you stay for two nights, the cost (including Friday
supper to Sunday lunch) will be about £25.  We will
eat out on Saturday evening.  Let us know if you will
be coming (when and for how long) and any dietary
requirements:

Catering and bookings: Helen and David Copley

                     0161 928 3295

Autumn Colours Weekend



Run by the Foy Society
Open to All

Foy Conference 2010
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Our next conference will be held
 30th April to 3rd May, 2010

at Great Hucklow.

The subject of our conference will be “Humour” and our
Study Leader will be Colin Partington.  Colin has persuad-
ed Stuart Stokell, a lecturer in comedy at the University of
Cumbria to come along and share his experience with us.
Something which is “politically incorrect” can sometimes be
riotously funny.   Let’s explore this fascinating subject
together and find out more about how we can make use of
humour in all aspects of our lives.

If you haven’t booked but would like to find out if there is still
availability contact Joan Partington, conference secretary.
Details on back or:

“You can tell I’m Serious...
 because I’m Laughing”

Joan Partington <partingtons@gmail.com>



Some useful              contacts
Treasurer and Printing:

David Warhurst,
18, Priory Way,
Ingleby Arncliffe,
N. Yorkshire.        DL6 3LR

           01609 882442

Membership Secretary:

Hazel Warhurst,
18, Priory Way,
Ingleby Arncliffe,
N. Yorkshire.         DL6 3LR

01609 882442

Conference Secretary:

Joan Partington,
“Sandcroft”,
Townhead,  Hayton,
BRAMPTON,
Cumbria.         CA8 9JF.

01228 670565

Flagg Secretary:

Isobel Mason,
11, Easton Road,
Flitwick,
Bedfordshire,
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01525 714341

Correspondence Sec.

Howard Hague,
118, Elton Avenue,
Greenford,
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020 8864 9084
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John Hewerdine,
Whittle Wharf,
Whittle Springs,
Chorley,
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01257 269502
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